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Abstract: Background: Shift work is highly prevalent in industrialized societies. Work hours
that displace sleep to the daytime and work to the night time will interfere with the circadian
and homeostatic regulation of sleep. Such work hours has pronounced negative effects on
sleep, subjective and physiological sleepiness, performance, accident risk as well as on health
outcomes.Work hours that displace sleep to the daytime and work to the nighttime will
interfere with the circadian and homeostatic regulation of sleep.Aim and Objective: To study
and compare the sleep pattern in night shift working nurses and day shift working nurses and
to evaluate the various shift related sleep disorders in night shift working nurses.Materials and
Methods:Thirty female nurses aged 25-35 years with an average body mass index participated
in the current study after ethical clearance.With regard to subjective and objective evaluation
of day time sleepiness,the Epworth sleepiness scale (ESS) consisting of questionnaires were
given prior to both day and night shift nurses. Eight channel physiopac was used to assess the
sleep pattern.Results:The parameters were analysed statistically by using independent 't' test.
There was no significant difference in age,body mass index,years employed in nursing between
day and night shift nurses.But there was a significant difference in mean and standard
deviation of sleep efficiency,sleep onset latency.The pattern of day time sleep of night shift
nurses showed significantly lower sleep latency and also had greater proportions of stage 2
and 3 respectively.The sleep efficiency was significantly more in day shift
nurses.Conclusion:Misalignment between internal circadian physiology and the required
work schedule is thought to be a primary cause of shift work schedule induced sleepiness and
c Copyright 2010 BioMedSciDirect Publications IJBMR -ISSN: 0976:6685. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Shift work is now an important and established component of
local and world economies.Disturbed sleep is the most common
problem among many health related effects of shift work.It is well
established that night work negatively impacts on alertness and
performance. The performance descrements are primarily a result
of the conflict between night work schedules and circadian
rhythms.Specifically,the night work is problematic because shift
workers are working when the underlying circadian rhythm of
performance is lowest.Shift workers practically always report more
sleep disturbances than day workers.The effect vary
however,depending on the shift timing.
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The quality of waking cognition and of sleep is determined to a
large extent by circadian and sleep homeostatic brain processes.
From a circadian perspective, cognition is optimal during the
internal biological day and sleep is optimal during the internal
biological night.
Homeostatic sleep drive increases with the duration of prior
wakefulness, either due to actual total sleep deprivation or chronic
short sleep schedules. Circadian and homeostatic processes
interact to influence the quality of waking cognition and of sleep.
Higher homeostatic sleep drive results in impaired cognition,
increased sleepiness and increased propensity for sleep. The
reason for the health problems in shift work is the conflict between
displaced work hours and the output of the biological clock.The
latter resides in the suprachaismatic nuclei of the hypothalamus
and generates a signal that results in a pronounced 24 hr
oscillation in virtually all physiological and psychological
functions.
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Long duration shifts greater than 12 hours and individual
vulnerability for phase intolerancemay lead to a diagnosis of shift
work disorder i.e., those shift workers with the greatest sleepiness
and performance impairment during the biological night and
insomnia during the biological day.

Exclusion criteria:
1. Subjects below and above the age range of 25-35 years
2. Subjects with nursing experience of less than 3 years
3. Subjects with any pre-existing endocrinal disorders

Shift work sleep disorder is a type of circadian rhythm sleep
disorder in which the endogenous circadian sleep wake cycle is
normal and the disturbance arises from conflict between the
pattern of sleep and wakefulness generated by the circadian system
and the desired pattern of sleep and wakefulness required by shift
work.
Nurses play a pivotal role in the health care team performing a
wide range of safety critical tasks. Fatigued nurses may make errors
in clinical judgment or medication administration (Leape et al.,
1995; International council of nurses, 2003;
Dorrian et al., 2006) or fail to intercept errors made by others
(Dorrian et al., 2006)
In USA, it has been reported that sleep disorders caused by
night-shift work in hospitals affect the job performance of many
nurses.* In Japan, some fatal accidents due to mistakes in treatment
by hospital nurses especially early in the morning were reperted.*
Therefore considering the importance of the health of the
nurses and its consequent impact on patient services and also
concerned about the iatrogenic risks to patients caused by hospital
staffs experiencing sleep deprivation, in this study, we try to study
the sleep pattern in hospital nurses and implore the various sleep
disorders that might possibly affect their work performance.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
To study and compare the sleep pattern in night shift working
nurses and day shift working nurses and to evaluate the various
shift related sleep disorders in night shift working nurses.
METHODOLOGY
Thirty female nurses of average body mass index working in day
and night shift were selected randomly.The study design is a
comparative analytical study.
Inclusion criteria:
1. Age of individuals between 25-35 years.
2. 15 night shift working nurses
3. 15 day shift working nurses
4. Subjects with nursing experience of more than 3 years

4. Subjects under any medications
5. Subjects with any chronic cardiac or respiratory diseases
6. Subjects with a psychological disorder like depression
Sampling procedure:
Convenience random sampling procedure will be used in this
study. In this study, 15 night shift working nurses and 15 day shift
working nurses will be the subjects.
Data collection:
Informed consent shall be taken from the volunteers for the
performance of polysomnography.
The cost of the test will be borne by the investigator and the
concerned department.
There will be no financial liability on the part of the subject.
Procedure:
After getting the consent from the volunteers for the
performance of polysomnography, Questionnaires will be handed
out to the nurses and the completed questionnaires will be collected
by the performer only in order to ensure anonymity and to prevent
anybody from recognizing the sleep status of any particular
nurse.Epworth sleepiness scale(ESS) is a self administered
questionnaire designed to measure the general level of day time
sleepiness.Patients rate on a scale of 0-3 their likelihood of falling
asleep in eight different situations commonly encountered in daily
life.Total ESS score ranges from 0-24.Higher score indicate more
subjective sleepiness.Therefore we believe that these predictors
reflect the major pathological issues in the fragmentation of
sleep.The following items were assessed.The time going to
bed,falling asleep and waking up,sleep latency,duration in hours of
nocturnal and diurnal sleep,naps,quality of sleep,mode of waking
up, professional and personal information was also collected.
EEG activity during sleep is assessed using eight channel
physiopac of Medicaid company. The collected data will be assessed
statistically.
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DATA ANALYSIS:
The data collected will be entered in the MS excel spreaded
sheet. Descriptive table will be generated and appropriate
statistical analysis will be done using SPSS17.0 software.
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STATISTICAL METHODS:
Independent 't test' will be used to compare the sleep pattern
between night shift working and day shift working nurses
3. Results
The present findings are similar to those previously described
in the literature.Sleep efficiency showed an obvious trend towards
greater efficiency across the day time sleep.Subjective sleep quality
also significantly varied between the night shift and day
shift.Shortened day time sleep of reduced quality characteristic of
shift workers was observed in this study.
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The comparatively good daytime sleep observed in the current
study for some individual is probably due to the fact that the
subjects participating were considerably younger.There was a
significant difference in the mean and standard deviation of sleep
latency and efficiency.The environmental conditions associated
with the study probably had a substantial impact on the day sleep
also.Environmental disturbances such as light,noise are considered
a reason for difficulties encountered when attempting to sleep
during the day.
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4. Conclusion:
Education of shift workers is needed regarding good sleep
habits and environment, the need for protected time for sleep as
well as recognition of critical times of vulnerability. The limitation
in this study is that the sample size is small and therefore accurate
results can be obtained if this study is extended for prolonged
duration.Also additional research is necessary to determine why
some individuals have particular vulnerability to night time
sleepiness and daytime insomnia.
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